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1. Introduction. In this note we discuss three somewhat discon-

nected results. However, they are related by the fact that they have

to do with pointwise approximations of mappings by finite dimen-

sional mappings and that they imply the uniform approximation of

certain compact mappings by finite dimensional mappings. §2 has

to do with a question raised by Day [2] concerning a characterization

of Hubert space. §3 presents an alternate proof of the result of

Grothendieck [4] which states that the space CiX) of all continuous

bounded functions on a topological space X satisfies the condition of

metric approximation. §4 presents a necessary and sufficient condi-

tion for the compactness of the derivative mapping of a real valued

function on a Banach space.

Throughout this note E will stand for a Banach space with norm

||. All topological concepts involving a Banach space refer to its

norm topology.

2. Characterization of inner product topologies. In [2, p. 120] the

question is asked if there exists a Banach space E, not homeomor-

phically isomorphic to a Hubert space with the following property

D: There is a number M>0 so that for every closed vector subspace

FEE there is a projection Pj?: E-+F with ||Pf|| <M.

Theorem 1, an easy consequence of Kakutani's well-known theorem

[5, p. 94], gives a characterization of inner product spaces in terms

of a property which is slightly stronger than D. The property is

D' : There is a number M> 0 so that for every closed vector subspace

FEE there is a projection Pg: £—>F so that the multiplicative

semigroup S generated by {Pf} f<ze is bounded by M.

Theorem 1. The space E has property D' if and only if it is homeo-

morphically isomorphic to a Hilbert space.

Proof. "If." If E is homeomorphically isomorphic to a Hilbert

space, its norm || || can be replaced by an inner product norm || ||'

preserving the topology of E. For each closed vector subspace FEE,

we let Pp be the orthogonal projection onto F. Then the semigroup
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S generated by {Pf}p is bounded by 1, with respect to || ||' and by

some number M with respect to || ||.

"Only if." Suppose 5 is uniformly bounded with respect to || ||.

For xEE, let ||x||' = sup^es ||^4x||. Clearly || ||' is a norm ^|| ||. It

is actually equivalent to || ||, by uniform boundedness of S. We show

||P,||' = 1, for every F. For every xEE, ||PFx||' = supAes \\APFx\\

^supBgs \\Bx\\ =||*||'. That || ||' is an inner product norm now fol-

lows from Kakutani's well-known theorem [S, Theorem 2, p. 94].

We remark briefly that if E has property D, then it satisfies the

condition of approximation of Grothendieck [4, p. 167, Definition 9].

Since the identity transformation / is a pointwise limit point of the

set (Pj}f which is uniformly bounded, a familiar argument yields

that / is a limit point of {PP}j? in the topology of uniform con-

vergence over compact sets.

3. The space of continuous functions. Grothendieck has shown

[4, p. 185] that the space C(X) of all continuous bounded functions

over a topological space X with the supremum norm satisfies his

condition of metric approximation. This condition states that the

identity transformation can be approximated pointwise by finite

dimensional linear transformations of norm less than or equal to 1.

His proof is based on the same property of approximation which he

establishes for the dual of C(X), which can be interpreted as a space

Li(p) for a suitable measure p. The proof is measure theoretic. Since

this theorem is rather important it might be of interest to have a

completely different more direct proof. This section is devoted to

presenting such a proof, based on a method of Leray and Schauder

[ó], utilized by Rothe [8] for a purpose similar to the present one.

Without loss of generality we may assume that X is compact and

Hausdorff.

We assume the space X embedded in [C(AT) ]' and treat its points

as functionals. By [7, Theorem 2, p. 500], for every weak* neighbor-

hood U of OE [C(X) ]', there is a finite-dimensional weakly* continu-

ous mapping (pu: X—*[C(X)]' (linearity has no meaning for <pu) so

that <pux-xEU for every xEX. Define, for fEC(X), (Taf)(x)
= (/, <pu(x)). Tuf is clearly in C(X), and Tu is linear. In the remainder

of our proof we must compute with the formula for <pu, but skip some

of the reasoning. See [7] for details and [8, pp. 526-527] for a par-

ticularly instructive discussion. U may be assumed to be given by a

finite set {fi}?CC(X) and e>0 via |(f,-,/')| <e, f'E [C(X)]'. Then
<pu may be assumed of the form
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n

<t>uix) = 12 Pkix)xk/pix)
1-1

for suitably chosen points xkEX,

Pkix) = (*- V |/,(*)-/,(**) |)vo,

V standing for max and

n

t-i

for x£Ar. Each yu* is continuous in x. Tv is clearly finite dimensional,

its range spanned by the functions ju*//¿. Also | (Pt//) (x) | ^ max* \fixk) \

= ||/||. Hence || Tall ál. Finally, given/£C(X), e>0and Udefined by
/ and e,

| /(*) - iTvf)ix) 1 - [ Z *(*) | /(*) - M) I ] //*(*) < ••

Hence/=limp 7V/. This completes our proof.

4. Compact derivatives. The approximations in this section are

connected with a condition equivalent to the compactness of the

derivative, or gradient mapping /' of a Gâteaux differentiable (see

[3, p. 417]) real valued function/defined on an open subset D of E.

A condition on/ was introduced by Rothe [8, p. 428, Theorem 3.3]

who proved it necessary, and, in the case of Hilbert spaces, sufficient

for the compactness of /'. In a paper recently submitted to these

Proceedings by T. Andô [ 1 ], who communicated his results to me by

letter, the condition of Rothe has been proved sufficient for perfectly

general Banach spaces. The condition presented here is closely re-

lated to the earlier one and its sufficiency can be proved for bounded

/ as a corollary to the result of Andô. However, the proof of sufficiency

given below, conceived independently, does not demand that / be

bounded and is based on an idea that does not appear in earlier works.

Theorem 2. Let D be an open subset of E andfa real valued function

.defined on D which has a continuous Gâteaux derivative. Then its de-

rivative f: D^>E' is compact if and only if f satisfies the following condi-

tion:

For every e>0 there exist a finite number of functionals {xí } ¿ so

*    that to every xED one can associate an i and a Sx>0 for which

hEE, \\h\\ <ôx and \ (h, xt)\ <e\\h\\ imply |/(*+Ä)-/(*)| <e||*||.
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Lemma 1. Under the hypothesis of Theorem 2, condition * of that

theorem is equivalent to the following condition onf:

For every e > 0 there exist a finite number of functionals {x¡ } ,• so

**    that for every xED, there is an i so that hEE and \ (h, x¡ )| <e||A||

imply

Proof. Condition * implies Condition **. Let e>0, and {x¡ }< be

the set of functionals obtained from Condition * for e/2. Then the set

{2x/ }i and e are suitable for Condition **, for, if xED and * is so

that |(A, xi)\ <(e/2)||A|| implies |/(x + A)-/(x)| <(é/2)||a||, then,
for small enough /, in the inequality

| <A,/'(x)> |   ^  | (h,f'(x)) - [f(x + th) - f(x)]/t |

+ \[f(x + ih)-f(x)]/t\

each of the two terms on the right is smaller than (e/2)||A||.

Condition ** implies Condition *. This is a similar argument,

which we merely outline. From

(2) f(x+h) -f(x) =   f\h,f'(x + lh))dt

we see that if | (A,/'(x))| is made less than (é/2)||a|| in the manner

indicated in Condition **, the intgral in (2) can be made smaller

than é||a||, for ||A|| small enough, by continuity of/'.

In view of Lemma 1 it suffices to prove that Condition ** is equiv-

alent to compactness of/'.

Before embarking on such a proof we remark that, for xo EE',

xo 5^0, XoEE, ||xo|| = 1 and (x0, x0' ) within í||x0'|| of ||xo||, the projec-

tion PXo> : -E—>£, defined by

(x, x¿ )

(Xo, Xo )

is such that ||P„J <1/(1 —e), for

|(x,x„')|   <     ||x||||xo'|| ||x||

|<Xo,x„')|       ||xo'||(l -«)       1-e

The projection P'Xa> defined by

„/     ,        <*o, «o )     .
P*»'* = ■;-— xó.

(xo, xi )
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is the transpose of PXo-, and, therefore has the same norm. Hence e can

be chosen so that ||Px0'|| = ||P*o'll <2. Henceforth we shall assume e so

chosen. Suppose now that x'EE' and that \(h, x0')| <e||ft|| implies

| (h, x')\ <t\\h\\. Then Hx'-P^il <3e, for, if xEE, \ (x, x'-P'^x')\
= (x - Pz0'X, x')j. Since | (x - PXù>x, x¿)\ = 0 < e||x — P*0<x||,

| <x-Pvx, x')\ <í[|x-P,0-x|| á3e||*||.

Proof of Theorem 2. The proof that compactness of/' implies **

is very similar to a special case of the proof of Theorem 10 of [3] and

will be omitted. We show that ** implies compactness of /'. Let **

be satisfied. We show that/'(7)) is precompact. Let e>0 and {x¡ }"

be the finite set provided by ** for e, and

Ai= {x'\x'Ef'iD), \(h,xl)\ <t||A|| implies   | (h, x') \   < *\\h\\}.

Then/'(D) =U"=1 ^4¿and each P'x.>iAi) is a bounded one-dimensional

set, for there is A<££ so that 0<(hi, x/)<é||a,-||. Then, for every

x'EAi, \(hit P&)\ á|<A<, P'tt'x'-x')] +\(hi, x')\ <4e||*i||. On the
other hand P'x.'x' =\xi for suitable X. Then

IK,*ii=|a|||*;ii = '"'^fikii

=  \(hi,P'Xi'x')\
(hi, xi ) {hi, xi )

Hence P^iAi) is bounded and one-dimensional. So it is precompact.

Therefore it contains a set ix/, 2x,', • • • , tix¡ so that for every x'£ Ait

\\P'xí'X' —kxí\\ for some k. Hence, for every x'Ef'iD)

II*' — kx'iW   ̂  ||x'  — P*,'X'|| + llPii'x' — i*,'||   < 5é

for some i and some k, l^k^Si. From here we conclude that/'(75)

is precompact.
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COEFFICIENT ESTIMATES FOR
UNIVALENT FUNCTIONS

P. L. DUREN

Let

(1) f(z) = z + bi/z + h/z2 + ■ • •

be analytic and univalent in | z\ > 1. It is an immediate consequence

of the area theorem that | bi\ £1. In 1938 Schiffer [S], using a varia-

tional method, and Golusin [2] independently derived the sharp in-

equality \b2\ ^2/3. It was then conjectured that \bn\ ú2/(n + l), but

this proved to be false without additional hypotheses. Indeed,

Garabedian and Schiffer [l] found the true bound for \b3\ to be

1/2 +e-8. A theorem of Golusin [2], however, asserts the following:

Theorem. Let f(z) be analytic and univalent in \z\ > 1 and have the

expansion (1). For some TV^l, let bi = b2= • • • =Ojy_i = 0. Then

\b„\ á2/(n +1) for n = TV, 7V+1, • • • , 27V. (Inparticular, \b,\ Ú2/3.)

Jenkins [4] has recently obtained this result by means of his

General Coefficient Theorem. It is the purpose of the present note

to give a simple proof. Clearly, it suffices to show | £>2At—11 á 1/7V and

\b2N\ú2/(2N+l).

The «th Faber polynomial Fn(w) associated with the function (1)

is defined by

QO

Fn[f(z)]  = Z» + S ßnmZ~m.
m—1

The following inequalities, due to Grunsky [3], constitute an ele-

mentary generalization of the area theorem:
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